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Democritos and scientific software

The Democritos National Simulation Center, based in Trieste, is
dedicated to atomistic simulations of materials, with a strong
emphasis on the development of high-quality scientific software

Quantum-ESPRESSO is the result of a Democritos initiative, in
collaboration with several other institutions (CINECA Bologna,
Princeton University, MIT Boston)

Quantum-ESPRESSO is a distribution of software for atomistic
calculations based on electronic structure, using density-functional
theory (DFT), plane-wave (PW) basis set, pseudopotentials (PP)

Quantum-ESPRESSO stands for Quantum opEn-Source Package for
Research in Electronic Structure, Simulation, and Optimization



Motivations for Quantum-ESPRESSO

• to merge several pre-existing packages, used by different groups

• to provide access to several techniques whose usefulness has
traditionally been hindered by the limited availability of software:

– linear response
– ultrasoft PP/PAW
– Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics

• to provide a software distribution that is suitable for easy addition
of new packages, developments, extensions, features. Such a goal
requires:

– a modular structure, easy to maintain, easily extensible
– a collaborative environment: free/open-source license



Free software and GNU license

GNU (Gnu’s Not Unix) General Public License (GPL) is probably the
most common free-software license. Basically:

• The source code is available.

• You can do whatever you want with the sources, but if you
distribute any derived work, you have to distribute under the GPL
the sources of the derived work.

Advantages:

• Everybody – including commercial entities – can contribute.

• Nobody can “steal” the code and give nothing back to the
community.



Quantum-ESPRESSO as a distribution

Quantum-ESPRESSO aims at becoming a distribution of packages,
rather than a single, monolithic, tightly integrated package.

Main packages presently in the Quantum-ESPRESSO distribution:

• PWscf: self-consistent electronic structure, structural optimization,
dynamics, linear-response calculations (phonons, dielectric
properties), ballistic conductance

• CP/FPMD: variable-cell Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics

They share a common installation method, input format, PP format,
data output format, large parts of the basic code.



Quantum-ESPRESSO as a distribution (2)

Additional packages:

• GIPAW: Gauge-Independent PAW method for EPR and NMR
chemical shifts

• W90: Maximally Localised Wannier functions

• atomic: auxiliary code for PP generation

• PWGui: a Graphical User Interface for production of input files

plus other auxiliary codes for data postprocessing. Coming soon:

• XSpectra: simulation of X-ray adsorption spectra

More packages planned for addition.



Organization

The distribution is maintained as a single CVS (Concurrent Version
System) tree. Available to everyone anytime via anonymous access.

Web sites:

• http://www.quantum-espresso.org (for Quantum-ESPRESSO
in general)

• http://www.pwscf.org (specific to PWscf)

Mailing list:

• pw users: used by developers for announcements about Quantum-
ESPRESSO

• pw forum: for general discussions (all subscribed users can post)



Technical characteristics (coding)

• mostly written in Fortran-90, with various degrees of sophistication
(i.e. use of advanced f90 features) – no “dusty decks” any longer

• use of standard library routines (lapack, blas, fftw) to achieve
portability – Machine-optimized libraries can be used if available

• C-style preprocessing options allow to keep a single source tree for
all architectures

• various levels of parallelization via MPI calls, hidden into calls to
very few routines – (almost) unified serial and parallel versions;
parallel code can (usually) be written without knowing the details

Easy (or not-so-difficult) installation via the GNU utility configure



What can Quantum-ESPRESSO do?

Quantum-ESPRESSO can perform structural optimization and find
the corresponding ground-state electronic structure in

• molecules, clusters, surfaces, perfect and defective crystals

• insulators and metals

• magnetic as well as nonmagnetic systems

Quantum-ESPRESSO can perform more complicated calculations
such as e.g. finding transition states and minimum-energy pathways
for chemical reactions (next two slides courtesy of Stefano de
Gironcoli, SISSA)







Quantum-ESPRESSO can perform first-principle molecular dynamics.

An example: reconstruction of the surface of Ice with an excess
electron (courtesy of Sandro Scandolo, ICTP)



Quantum-ESPRESSO can
deal with complicated
organometallic compounds
and models of active sites
in proteins.
An example: 332-atom
model of a heme site,
including all atoms in a
sphere within 8 Å radius
centered around the Iron
atom of the porphyrin

PG, F. de Angelis, R. Car, JCP
120, 8632 (2004)



Computer requirements

Quantum-ESPRESSO is both CPU and RAM-intensive.
Actual CPU time and RAM requirements depend upon:

• size of the system under examination: CPU ∝ N2÷3, RAM ∝ N2,
where N = number of atoms in the supercell or molecule

• kind of system: type and arrangement of atoms, influencing the
number of PWs, of electronic states, of k-points needed

• desired results: increasing effort from simple self-consistent (single-
pont) calculation to structural optimization to reaction pathways,
molecular-dynamics simulations

CPU time mostly spent in FFT and linear algebra.
RAM mostly needed to store wavefunctions (Kohn-Sham orbitals)



Typical computational requirements

Basic step: self-consistent ground-state DFT electronic structure.

• Simple crystals, small molecules, up to ∼ 50 atoms – CPU seconds
to hours, RAM up to 1-2 Gb: may run on single PC

• Surfaces, larger molecules, complex or defective crystals, up to a
few hundreds atoms – CPU hours to days, RAM up to 10-20 Gb:
requires PC clusters or conventional parallel machines

• Complex nanostructures or biological systems – CPU days to weeks
or more, RAM tens to hundreds Gb: massively parallel machines

Excessive RAM requirements for single PCs leave no choice, but main
factor pushing towards parallel machines is excessive CPU time.



Quantum-ESPRESSO and High-Performance
Computing

A considerable effort has been devoted to Quantum-ESPRESSO
parallelization. Several parallelization levels are implemented; the
most important, PW parallelization, requires fast communications.

Recent achievements (mostly due to Carlo Cavazzoni, CINECA):

• porting to the BlueGene architecture (BG/L and BG/P)

• CP has been run on up to 4800 Cray XT4 processors, reaching
10 TFlops, for a 1532-atom porphyrin-functionalized nanotube

obtained via addition of more parallelization levels and via careful
optimization of nonscalable RAM and computations.



Quantum-ESPRESSO and the GRID

Large-scale computations with Quantum-ESPRESSO require large
parallel machines with fast communications: unsuitable for GRID.
BUT: often many smaller-size, loosely-coupled or independent
computations are required. A few examples:

• calculations under different conditions (pressure, temperature)
or for different compositions, or for different values of some
parameters;

• the search for materials having a desired property (e.g. largest
bulk modulus);

• transition path search (NEB);

• full phonon dispersions in crystals



Hand-made GRID computing



Phonons in crystals

Phonon frequencies ω(q) are determined by the secular equation:

‖ C̃αβ
st (q)−Msω

2(q)δstδαβ ‖= 0

where C̃αβ
st (q) is the matrix of force constants for a given q



Calculation of phonon dispersions

• The force constants C̃αβ
st (q) are calculated for a uniform grid of

nq q-vectors, then Fourier-transformed to real space

• For each of the nq q-vectors, one has to perform 3N linear-
response calculations, one per atomic polarization; or equivalently,
3ν calculations, one per irrep (symmetrized combinations of atomic
polarizations, whose dimensions range from 1 to 4)

Grand total: 3νnq calculations, may easily become heavy. But:

• Each C̃αβ
st (q) matrix is independently calculated, then collected

• Each irrep calculation is almost independent except at the end,
when the contributions to the force constant matrix are collected

Perfect for execution on the GRID!



Technicalities

Only minor changes needed in the phonon code, namely

• possibility to run one q-vector at the time (already there)

• possibility to run one irrep at the time and to save partial results
(a single row of the force constant matrix)

Server-client application (written by Riccardo di Meo) takes care of
”dispatching” jobs and of ”collecting” results



A realistic phonon calculation on the GRID
γ-Al2O3 has a (simplified) unit cell of 40 atoms, i.e. 120 × nq

linear-response calculations, nq ∼ 10: a few weeks on a single PC.

Currently running on a lot of machines!
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